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The Many-Headed Hydra 2013-09-03

winner of the international labor history award long before the american revolution and the declaration of the rights of man a motley crew of sailors slaves pirates laborers market
women and indentured servants had ideas about freedom and equality that would forever change history the many headed hydra recounts their stories in a sweeping history of the role of
the dispossessed in the making of the modern world when an unprecedented expansion of trade and colonization in the early seventeenth century launched the first global economy a vast
diverse and landless workforce was born these workers crossed national ethnic and racial boundaries as they circulated around the atlantic world on trade ships and slave ships from
england to virginia from africa to barbados and from the americas back to europe marshaling an impressive range of original research from archives in the americas and europe the authors
show how ordinary working people led dozens of rebellions on both sides of the north atlantic the rulers of the day called the multiethnic rebels a hydra and brutally suppressed their
risings yet some of their ideas fueled the age of revolution others hidden from history and recovered here have much to teach us about our common humanity

The Many-Headed Hydra 2020-05-05

long before the american revolution and the declaration of the rights of man a motely crew of sailors slaves pirates labourers market women and indentured servants had ideas about
freedom and equality that would for ever change history the many headed hydra recounts their stories in a sweeping history of the role of the dispossessed in the making of the modern world

Many-Headed Hydra 2000

adding to a dynamic new wave of scholarship in atlantic history the loyal atlantic offers fresh interpretations of the key role played by loyalism in shaping the early modern british empire
this cohesive collection investigates how loyalism and the empire were mutually constituted and reconstituted from the eighteenth century onward featuring contributions by authors
from across canada the united states and the united kingdom the loyal atlantic brings loyalism into a genuinely international focus through cutting edge archival research the loyal
atlantic contextualizes loyalism within the larger history of the british empire it also details how far from being a passive allegiance loyalism changed in unexpected and fascinating ways
especially in times of crisis most importantly the loyal atlantic demonstrates that neither the conquest of canada nor the american revolution can be properly understood without
assessing the meanings of loyalism in the wider atlantic world

The Loyal Atlantic 2012-01-01
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peter hasselbacher started life as the third son of a woodworking family in a small village in the small german state of ansbach growing up in a feudal world where people rarely traveled
more than 25 miles from their birthplace he was caught up in the turbulence of the american revolution conscripted by his prince he was forced to join the thousands of german soldiers who
made the perilous journey across the atlantic to fight in the revolutionary war this book tells the story of his childhood and early manhood and the conditions he knew in his native
country anyone who has ever wondered what life was like for people in old europe will find this book fascinating

Peter's Journey 2019-01-11

revolutionary america explains the crucial events in the history of the united states between 1763 and 1815 when settlers of north america rebelled against british rule won their
independence in a long and bloody struggle and created an enduring republic now in its second edition revolutionary america has been completely revised updating the strengths of the previous
edition new features include new introduction for the second edition new chapter on native americans revised and expanded bibliographic essay updated historiography throughout the text
companion website with study aids maps and documentary resources revolutionary america also examines those who were excluded from the immediate benefits and rights secured by the
creation of the new republic in particular author francis d cogliano describes the experiences of women native americans and african americans each of whose experiences challenged the
principle that all men are created equal which lay at the heart of the american revolution placing the political revolution at the core of the story revolutionary america presents a clear
history of the war of independence and lays a distinctive foundation for students and scholars of the early republic for additional information and classroom resources please visit the
revolutionary america companion website at routledge com textbooks revolutionaryamerica



Revolutionary America, 1763-1815 2009-01-27

the principal protagonists of this history of the enlightenment are non literate poor and enslaved colonial litigants who began to sue their superiors in the royal courts of the spanish
empire with comparative data on civil litigation and close readings of the lawsuits the enlightenment on trial explores how ordinary spanish americans actively produced modern concepts
of law

The Enlightenment on Trial 2017

monstrous society problematizes competing representations of reciprocity in england in the decades around 1800 it argues that in the eighteenth century moral economy power is divided
between official authority and the counter power of plebeians this tacit mutual understanding comes under attack when influential political thinkers such as edmund burke jeremy bentham
and t r malthus attempt to discipline the social body to make state power immune from popular response but once negated counter power persists even if in the demands of a debased inhuman
body such a response is writ large in gothic tales especially matthew lewis s the monk and mary shelley s frankenstein and in the innovative embodied political practices of the mass
movements for reform and the charter by interpreting the formation of modern english culture through the early modern practice of reciprocity david collings constructs a nonmodern mode
of analysis one that sees modernity not as a break from the past but as the result of attempts to transform traditions that however distorted nevertheless remain broadly in force jacket

Monstrous Society 2009

transatlantic revolutionary cultures 1789 1861 makes an interdisciplinary contribution to the cultural and intellectual history of the long nineteenth century it argues that the
cultural dimensions of the political and social upheavals in europe and the americas were fundamentally transnational

Transatlantic Revolutionary Cultures, 1789-1861 2017-11-06

similar to the digital revolution of the last century the colonial and early national periods were a time of improved print technologies exploding information faster communications and a
fundamental reinventing of publishing and media processes between the early 1700s when periodical publications struggled and the late 1790s when print media surged ahead print culture
was radically transformed by a liberal market economy innovative printing and papermaking techniques improved distribution processes and higher literacy rates meaning that information
particularly in the form of newspapers and magazines was available more quickly and widely to people than ever before these changes generated new literary genres and new relationships
between authors and their audiences the study of periodical literature and print culture in the eighteenth century has provided a more intimate view into the lives and tastes of early
americans as well as enabled researchers to further investigate a plethora of subjects and discourses having to do with the atlantic world and the formation of an american republic
periodical literature in eighteenth century america is a collection of essays that delves into many of these unique magazines and newspapers and their intersections as print media as well as
into what these publications reveal about the cultural ideological and literary issues of the period the resulting research is interdisciplinary combining the fields of history literature and
cultural studies the essays explore many evolving issues in an emerging america scientific inquiry race ethnicity gender and religious belief all found voice in various early periodicals the
differences between the pre and post revolutionary periodicals and performativity are discussed as are vital immigration class and settlement issues political topics such as the emergence of
democratic institutions and dissent the formation of early parties and the development of regional national and transnational cultural identities are also covered using digital databases
and recent poststructural and cultural theories this book returns us to the periodicals archive and regenerates the ideological and discursive landscape of early american literature in
provocative ways it will be of value to anyone interested in the crosscurrents of early american history book history and cultural studies mark l kamrath is associate professor of
english at the university of central florida sharon m harris is lorraine sherley professor of literature at texas christian university

Periodical Literature in Eighteenth-century America 2005

reconsidering the english french and russian revolutions this book offers an important new approach to the theoretical and comparative study of revolutions bailey stone proposes an
innovative neostructuralist integration of competing structuralist and postmodernist theory providing a balanced and nuanced critique of both sides he presents new ways of
understanding radical change in the european polities that created the concept and the dramatic realities of modern revolution he focuses on the central issues of modernizers versus
traditionalists old regime bourgeoisies regicides terror and state legitimacy by reconciling political and cultural theories of revolutionary causation and process stone s synthesis marks
a critical advance in our understanding of revolution



The Zapatista Disruption of Boundaries 2002

the fugitive slave known as three fingered jack terrorized colonial jamaica from 1780 until vanquished by maroons self emancipated afro jamaicans bound by treaty to police the island for
runaways and rebels a thief and a killer jack was also a freedom fighter who sabotaged the colonial machine until his grisly death at its behest narratives about his exploits shed light on
the problems of black rebellion and solutions administered by the colonial state creating an occasion to consider counter narratives about its methods of divide and conquer for more than
two centuries writers performers and storytellers in england jamaica and the united states have thieved three fingered jack s riveting tale defining black agency through and against
representations of his resistance frances r botkin offers a literary and cultural history that explores the persistence of stories about this black rebel his contributions to constructions
of black masculinity in the atlantic world and his legacies in jamaican and united states popular culture

Rethinking Revolutionary Change in Europe 2020-02-17

this second volume of the yearbook of transnational history offers readers new perspectives on historical research this yearbook is the only periodical worldwide dedicated to the
publication of research in the field of transnational history

Thieving Three-Fingered Jack 2017-12-31

this remarkable book shines a fierce light on the current state of liberty and shows how longstanding restraints against tyranny and the rights of habeas corpus trial by jury and due
process of law and the prohibition of torture are being abridged in providing a sweeping history of magna carta the source of these protections since 1215 this powerful book demonstrates
how these ancient rights are repeatedly laid aside when the greed of privatization the lust for power and the ambition of empire seize a state peter linebaugh draws on primary sources to
construct a wholly original history of the great charter and its scarcely known companion the charter of the forest which was created at the same time to protect the subsistence rights
of the poor

Yearbook of Transnational History 2019-07-19

collection of essays reviews translations and original documents centered around the question why is there no socialism in the united states

The Magna Carta Manifesto 2008-02-10

taking his cue from philadelphia born novelist charles brockden brown s annals of europe and america which contends that america is shaped most noticeably by the international struggle
between great britain and france for control of the world trade market stephen shapiro charts the advent decline and reinvigoration of the early american novel that the american novel
sprang so unexpectedly into published existence during the 1790s may be a symptom of the beginning of the end of franco british supremacy and a reflection of the power of a middle class
riding the crest of a new world economic system shapiro s world systems approach is a relatively new methodology for literary studies but it brings two particularly useful features to
the table first it refines the conceptual frameworks for analyzing cultural and social history such as the rise in sentimentalism in relation to a long wave economic history of global
commerce second it fosters a new model for a comparative american studies across time rather than relying on contiguous time a world systems approach might compare the cultural
production of one region to another at the same location within the recurring cycle in an economic reconfiguration shapiro offers a new way of thinking about the causes for the emergence
of the american novel that suggests a fresh way of rethinking the overall paradigms shaping american studies

Historical Materialism 11.4 2003-12-01

an abridged edition of the insightful work praised as an impressive contribution both to the history of ideas and to political philosophy alasdair macintyre author of after virtue once of
central importance to left historians and activists alike recently the concept of the bourgeois revolution has come in for sustained criticism from both marxists and conservatives in this
abridged edition of his magisterial how revolutionary were the bourgeois revolutions neil davidson expertly distills his theoretical and historical insights about the nature of revolutions
making them accessible for general readers through extensive research and comprehensive analysis davidson demonstrates that what s at stake is far from a stale issue for the history
books understanding that these struggles of the past offer far reaching lessons for today s radicals



The Culture and Commerce of the Early American Novel 2010-11

this remarkable collection investigates the relations between literature and the economy in the context of the unprecedented expansion of early modern england s long distance trade
studying a range of genres and writers both familiar and lesser known the essays offer a new history of globalization as a complex of unevenly developing cultural discursive and economic
phenomena while focusing on how long distance trade contributed to england s economic growth and cultural transformation the collection taps into scholarly interest in race gender
travel and exploration domesticity mapping the state and emergent nationalism and proto colonialism in the early modern period

How Revolutionary Were the Bourgeois Revolutions? (Abridged Edition) 2017-03-27

long dismissed by critics as a novel of merely historical interest colonel jack is one of daniel defoe s most entertaining revealing and complex works it is the supposed autobiography of an
english gentleman who begins life as a child of the london streets he and his brothers are brought up as pickpockets and highwaymen but jack seeks to improve himself kidnapped and taken to
america he becomes first a slave then an overseer on plantations in maryland jack s story is one of dramatic turns of fortune that ultimately lead to a life of law abiding prosperity as a
plantation owner historical appendices relate to eighteenth century virginia and maryland and to contemporary crime punishment and imprisonment

Global Traffic 2016-01-23

bringing together contributions from various disciplines and academic fields this collection engages in interdisciplinary dialogue on postcolonial issues covering african anglophone romance
and new world themes linguistic literary and cultural studies and historiography music art history and textile studies the volume raises questions of inter disciplinarity methodology and
entangled histories the essays focus on the representation of slavery in the transatlantic world the usa jamaica haiti and the wider caribbean west africa and the uk drawing on a range of
historical sources material objects and representations they study jamaican creole african masks knitted objects patchwork sculpture newspapers films popular music and literature of
different genres from the caribbean west and south africa india and britain at the same time they reflect on theoretical problems such as intertextuality intermediality and cultural exchange
and explore intersections postcolonial literature and transatlantic history postcolonial and african american studies postcolonial literary and cultural studies the final section keys in
with the overall aim of challenging established disciplinary modes of knowledge production exploring schools and universities as locations of postcolonial studies teachers investigate the
possibilities and limits of their respective institutions and probe new ways of engaging with postcolonial concerns with its integrative interdisciplinary focus this collection addresses
readers interested in understanding how colonization and globalization have influenced societies and cultures around the world contributors anja bandau sabine broeck sarah fekadu
matthias galler janou glencross jana gohrisch ellen gr�nkemeier jessica hemmings jan h�sgen johannes salim ismaiel wendt ursula kluwick henning marquardt dennis mischke timo m�ller mala
pandurang carl plasa elinor jane pohl brigitte reinwald steffen runkel andrea sand cecile sandten frank schulze engler melanie ulz reinhold wandel tim watson jana gohrisch and ellen
gr�nkemeier are based in the english department of leibniz university hannover germany where they research and lecture in british studies with a focus on postcolonial literatures and
cultures

Colonel Jack 2015-12-22

until the early nineteenth century risk was a specialized term it was the commodity exchanged in a marine insurance contract freaks of fortune tells the story of how the modern concept of
risk emerged in the united states born on the high seas risk migrated inland and became essential to the financial management of an inherently uncertain capitalist future focusing on the hopes
and anxieties of ordinary people jonathan levy shows how risk developed through the extraordinary growth of new financial institutions insurance corporations savings banks mortgage
backed securities markets commodities futures markets and securities markets while posing inescapable moral questions for at the heart of risk s rise was a new vision of freedom to be a free
individual whether an emancipated slave a plains farmer or a wall street financier was to take assume and manage one s own personal risk yet this often meant offloading that same risk
onto a series of new financial institutions which together have only recently acquired the name financial services industry levy traces the fate of a new vision of personal freedom as it
unfolded in the new economic reality created by the american financial system amid the nineteenth century s waning faith in god s providence americans increasingly confronted unanticipated
challenges to their independence and security in the boom and bust chance world of capitalism freaks of fortune is one of the first books to excavate the historical origins of our own
financialized times and risk defined lives

Postcolonial Studies Across the Disciplines 2013-11-15

this brief history acts as an introduction to the inter related themes of race ethnicity and immigration in american history it spans the years 1600 to 2000 exploring the historical roots
of contemporary identity politics



Freaks of Fortune 2012-10-29

black women and energies of resistance in nineteenth century haitian and american literature intervenes in traditional narratives of 19th century american modernity by situating black women
at the center of an increasingly connected world while traditional accounts of modernity have emphasized advancements in communication technologies animal and fossil fuel extraction and
the rise of urban centers mary grace albanese proposes that women of african descent combated these often violent regimes through diasporic spiritual beliefs and practices including
spiritual possession rootwork midwifery mesmerism prophecy and wandering it shows how these energetic acts of resistance were carried out on scales large and small from the constrained
corners of the garden plot to the expansive circuits of global migration by examining the concept of energy from narratives of technological progress capital accrual and global expansion
this book uncovers new stories that center black women at the heart of a pulsating revolutionary world

Race and Ethnicity in America 2003

by the late eighteenth century the ever increasing british need for local labour in west africa based on malarial climatic and manpower concerns led to a willingness of the british and kru
west african labourers from liberia to experiment with free wage labour contracts the kru s familiarity with european trade on the kru coast modern liberia from at least the sixteenth
century played a fundamental role in their decision to expand their wage earning opportunities under contract with the british the establishment of freetown in 1792 enabled the kru to
engage in systematized work for british merchants ship captains and naval officers kru workers increased their migration to freetown establishing what appears to be their first permanent
labouring community beyond their homeland on the kru coast their community in freetown known as krutown provided a readily available labour pool and ensured their regular employment
on board british commercial ships and royal navy vessels circumnavigating the atlantic and beyond in the process the kru established a network of krutowns and community settlements in
many atlantic ports including cape coast fernando po ascension island cape of good hope and in the british caribbean in demerara and port of spain outsourcing african labour in the
nineteenth century kru migratory workers in global ports estates and battlefields structures the fragmented history of kru workers into a coherent global framework the migration of kru
workers in the atlantic indian and pacific oceans in commercial and military contexts represents a movement of free wage labour that transformed the kru coast into a homeland that
nurtured diasporas and staffed a vast network of workplaces as the kru formed permanent and transient working communities around the atlantic and in the british caribbean they underwent
several phases of social political and economic innovation which ultimately overcame a decline in employment in their homeland on the kru coast by the end of the nineteenth century by
increasing employment in their diaspora there were unique features of the kru migrant labour force that characterized all phases of its expansion the migration was virtually entirely male
and at a time when slavery was widespread and the slave trade was subjected to the abolition campaign of the british navy kru workers were free with an expertise in manning seaborne craft
and porterage kru carried letters from previous captains as testimonies of their reliability and work ethic or they worked under the supervision of experienced workers who effectively served
as references for employment they worked for contractual periods of between six months and five years for which they were paid wages the kru thereby stand out as an anomaly in the
history of atlantic trade when compared with the much larger diasporas of enslaved africans

Black Women and Energies of Resistance in Nineteenth-Century Haitian and American Literature 2023-11-08

choice outstanding academic title 2021 revolutionary europe is an original examination of radical political movements during europe s long 19th century it employs both national and
transnational contexts incorporating new debates in atlantic history empire studies and cultural history to give a comprehensive narrative of the period from 1775 to 1922 rather than
assessing revolution as a purely theoretical socially driven force or a structural phenomenon the book presents revolution as a process of community building and cultural identification
born from instances of acute social and political crisis taking into account various moments of political upheaval during the 19th century including the french russian and 1848
revolutions it explores the ways in which political actors attempted to construct new definitions of sovereignty and social unity in a period characterized by vast social economic and
governmental change in a wide ranging text that covers britain and much of continental europe in detail as well as reaching out to the americas and atlantic and mediterranean worlds
gavin murray miller provides an authoritative transnational study of revolution in the 19th century age of high nationalism

Outsourcing African Labor 2021-07-19

in the humanities the term diaspora recently emerged as a promising and powerful heuristic concept it challenged traditional ways of thinking and invited reconsiderations of theoretical
assumptions about the unfolding of cross cultural and multi ethnic societies about power relations frontiers and boundaries about cultural transmission communication and translation
the present collection of essays by renowned writers and scholars addresses these issues and helps to ground the ongoing debate about the african diaspora in a more solid theoretical
framework part i is dedicated to a general discussion of the concept of african diaspora its origins and historical development part ii examines the complex cultural dimensions of african
diasporas in relation to significant sites and figures including the modes and modalities of creative expression from the perspective of both artists writers and their audiences finally part iii
focusses on the resources collections and archives and iconographies that are available today as most authors argue the african diaspora should not be seen merely as a historical
phenomenon but also as an idea or ideology and an object of representation by exploring this new ground the essays assembled here provide important new insights for scholars in american
and african american studies cultural studies ethnic studies and african studies the collection is rounded off by an annotated listing of black autobiographies



Revolutionary Europe 2020-02-06

this book is a collection of essays addressing multiple aspects of african maritime history in attempt to counter the lack of academic research that exists in comparison to other nations
and continents and to assert the value of african topics to the global study of maritime history each essay addresses african maritime history whilst also demonstrating an inextricable
link to the global maritime stage the topics discussed include early human migration to africa early european contact with africa the role of west african maritime communities in the
atlantic slave trade new world slaveholders and the exploitation of african maritime skillsets the construction of atlantic world racial discourses the rise and fall of colonial rule and
african immigrant communities in europe these essays cover maritime topics such as seafaring labour navigational technology swimming diving surfing plus political subjects that include
colonisation decolonisation immigration and citizenship the book consists of eight essays and an introduction that evaluates the existing research into african maritime history it includes
case studies from every major geographical part of the continent bar north africa and covers the early modern period up to the twentieth century the purpose is not to provide a
comprehensive chronological history but rather a diverse collection of topics across a range of periods and locations to reflect the wealth of maritime topics in the history of africa and
their global significance it concludes with a call for further research into non european maritime activity to deepen the global historiography

African Diasporas in the New and Old Worlds 2004

this timely collection brings together twelve original essays on the cultural meaning of the sea in british literature and history from early modern times to the present interdisciplinary in
conception it charts metaphorical and material links between the idea of the sea in the cultural imagination and its significance for the social and political history of britain offering a fresh
analysis of the impact of the ocean on the formation of british cultural identities among the cultural and literary artifacts considered are early modern legal treatises on marine
boundaries renaissance and romantic poetry 19th and 20th century novels popular sea songs recent hollywood films as well as a diverse range of historical and critical writings writers
discussed include shakespeare milton coleridge scott conrad du maurier unsworth o brian and others all these cultural and literary fictions of the sea are set in relation to wider issues
relevant to maritime history and the historical experience of seafaring problems of navigation and orientation piracy empire colonialism slavery multi ethnic shipboard communities
masculinity gender relations by combining the interests of three related but distinct areas of study the analysis of sea fiction critical maritime history and cultural studies in a focus upon
the historical meaning of the sea in relation to its textual and cultural representation fictions of the sea offers an original contribution to the practice of existing disciplines

Navigating African Maritime History 2017-10-18

from david brion davis s the problem of slavery in the age of revolution to paul gilroy s the black atlantic some of the most influential conceptualizations of the atlantic world have
taken the movements of individuals and transnational organizations working to advocate the abolition of slavery as their material basis this unique interdisciplinary collection of essays
provides diverse new approaches to examining the abolitionist atlantic with contributions from an international roster of historians literary scholars and specialists in the history of art
this book provides case studies in the connections between abolitionism and material spatial practice in literature theory history and memory this volume covers a wide range of topics and
themes including the circum atlantic itineraries of abolitionist artists and activists precise locations such as paris and chatham ontario where abolitionists congregated to speculate over
the future of and hatch emigration plans to sites in africa latin america and the caribbean and the reimagining of abolitionist places in twentieth and twenty first century literature and
public art this book was originally published as a special issue of atlantic studies

�� 2008

with more than 240 primary sources this introduction to a complex topic is a resource for student research

Fictions of the Sea 2017-03-02

the first exploration of the profound and often catastrophic impact the american revolution had on the rest of the worldwhile the american revolution led to domestic peace and liberty it
ultimately had a catastrophic global impact it strengthened the british empire and led to widespread persecution and duress from the opium wars in china to anti imperial rebellions in peru to
the colonization of australia the inspirational impact the american success had on fringe uprisings was outweighed by the influence it had on the tightening fists of oppressive world powers
here matthew lockwood presents in vivid detail the neglected story of this unintended revolution it sowed the seeds of collapse for the preeminent empires of the early modern era setting the
stage for the global domination of britain russia and the united states lockwood illuminates the forgotten stories and experiences of the communities and individuals who adapted to this
new world in which the global balance of power had been drastically altered



Abolitionist Places 2014-10-20

encountering revolution looks afresh at the profound impact of the haitian revolution on the early united states the first book on the subject in more than two decades it redefines our
understanding of the relationship between republicanism and slavery at a foundational moment in american history for postrevolutionary americans the haitian uprising laid bare the
contradiction between democratic principles and the practice of slavery for thirteen years between 1791 and 1804 slaves and free people of color in saint domingue battled for equal
rights in the manner of the french revolution as white and mixed race refugees escaped to the safety of u s cities americans were forced to confront the paradox of being a slaveholding
republic recognizing their own possible destiny in the predicament of the haitian slaveholders historian ashli white examines the ways americans black and white northern and southern
federalist and democratic republican pro and antislavery pondered the implications of the haitian revolution encountering revolution convincingly situates the formation of the united
states in a broader atlantic context it shows how the very presence of saint dominguan refugees stirred in americans as many questions about themselves as about the future of
slaveholding stimulating some of the earliest debates about nationalism in the early republic

The Columbia Documentary History of Race and Ethnicity in America 2004

the definitive history of modern vietnam lauded as groundbreaking guardian and the best one volume history of modern vietnam in english wall street journal and a finalist for the cundill
history prize in vietnam christopher goscha tells the full history of vietnam from antiquity to the present day generations of emperors rebels priests and colonizers left complicated
legacies in this remarkable country periods of chinese french and japanese rule reshaped and modernized vietnam but so too did the colonial enterprises of the vietnamese themselves as they
extended their influence southward from the red river delta over the centuries numerous kingdoms dynasties and states have ruled over and fought for what is now vietnam the bloody cold
war era conflict between ho chi minh s communist backed democratic republic of vietnam and the american backed republic of vietnam was only the most recent instance when war divided and
transformed vietnam a major achievement vietnam offers the grand narrative of the country s complex past and the creation of the modern state of vietnam it is the definitive single volume
history for anyone seeking to understand vietnam today

To Begin the World Over Again 2019-10-22

this book stages an encounter between romanticism in post war and contemporary cinema and trends in historical materialism associated with revolutionary romantic historiography
focused primarily on british cinema and examples of hollywood cinema with significant relationships to british and english culture and history it is loosely configured around three key
emblematic motifs country land people that are simultaneously core values and rallying cries of distinctive varieties of conservative restitutionist and revolutionary romanticism the
book seeks to establish the continuing relevance of the revolutionary romantic critique of capitalist modernity to contemporary political concerns such as the fate of the proletariat
populism brexit post nationalism ecocide and the anthropocene

Encountering Revolution 2010-04

discloses the radical diversity of the field of democracy that is overlooked by mainstream political science

Vietnam 2016-09-13

this comprehensive resource is an invaluable teaching aid for adding a global dimension to students understanding of american history it includes a wide range of materials from scholarly
articles and reports to original syllabi and ready to use lesson plans to guide teachers in enlarging the frame of introductory american history courses to an international view the
contributors include well known american history scholars as well as gifted classroom teachers and the book s emphasis on immigration race and gender points to ways for teachers to
integrate international and multicultural education america in the world and the world in america in their courses the book also includes a views from abroad section that examines
problems and strategies for teaching american history to foreign audiences or recent immigrants a comprehensive annotated guide directs teachers to additional print and online resources

Revolutionary Romanticism and Cinema 2020-11-23

the sage handbook of historical geography provides an international and in depth overview of the field with chapters that examine the history present condition and future significance of
historical geography in relation to recent developments and current research



Democratic Multiplicity 2022-08-04

Teaching American History in a Global Context 2015-07-17

The SAGE Handbook of Historical Geography 2020-11-25
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